
Walk with Spring

Sit in Spring

Turn SpringTM so that 
the “Foray” logo (A) 
is facing away from 
you and cannot be 
seen while you are 
holding SpringTM.

Using both hands, 
squeeze both handle-
bar extension levers 
firmly (B).

While the levers are 
depressed, pull up 
and toward your body 
to extend the handle-
bar (A) until it clicks 
in extended position. 
Give a little shake to 
help the legs open.
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Open Spring

Press both handlebar extension levers (B) again 
and raise or lower the handlebar (A) to a 
comfortable height.

Do not hang or attach anything to the
continuous handlebar (A) or elsewhere 
on SpringTM. Doing so may cause SpringTM 
to tip or roll away.

Meet Spring
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Press down on the handlebar 
(A) to release the passive brake 
(see “Stop SpringTM” section). 
Find the hand position that is 
most comfortable for you. 
SpringTM is ready to go! 

Lower the handlebar 
(A) to a level that will 
make a comfortable 
seat back (A) for you.
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Open the seat (C).
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Use care when you are stepping away from
SpringTM. Take one step back before you move
sideways so that you clear the rear wheels.

Still have questions?
We’re here to help!

Customer Support
Continuous Handlebar

Handlebar Extension Levers

Stowable Seating

Parking Brake Lever

Zippered Pocket Storage 

Front Wheel Position

G Wheel Fork

H Lower Bar
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Adjust the Height

Ensure the walker frame is fully opened 
and all four wheels are on the ground
before walking.
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Use caution when walking on rough terrain
or uneven surfaces, such that one pair of
wheels is lower than the other.

SpringTM is not a transport chair. Do not try
to move a person or object that has been
placed on the seat.
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Be sure that your path is obstacle-free.

Do not move SpringTM when the logo is
facing you.

Do not try to push SpringTM up or down stairs.

Do not use the handlebar on SpringTM to 
support your weight when you rise from 
another chair or bed.

Read this entire booklet before you use SpringTM

Read Me First
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WWW.FORAYDESIGN.COM/PRODUCT

W A T C H  O U R  V I D E O :

Q U E S T I O N S ?  C A L L  U S :

+1 (833) MY-FORAY
M–F:  9  a .m.  to  5  p.m.  EST
SAT:  9  a .m.  to  1  p.m.  EST

INFO@FORAYDESIGN.COM

WWW.FORAYDESIGN.COM

+1 (833) MY-FORAY
M–F:  9  a .m.  to  5  p.m.  EST
SAT:  9  a .m.  to  1  p.m.  EST
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Stop Spring Close Spring

Open the seat (C). 
The parking brake 
is activated automat-
ically, and is released 
when you raise 
the seat.

Parking Brake

OR

You can engage the 
parking brake by 
pushing each of the 
large parking-brake 
handles (D) 
downward until you 
hear a click. To 
deactivate, move each 
brake handle to its 
original position.

Important Exceptions: 
The passive brake may not work properly
on a steep incline in any direction.

Confirm that SpringTM is locked by gently 
lifting the handlebar; if done correctly, 
the handlebar will not move up.
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Store Spring

Our Guarantee

Foray Design will replace or refund products returned 
within 60 days of shipment to the customer. This 
guarantee is applicable when the product is returned 
in its original condition and packaging and the 
customer has first called Foray Design at 
1-833-MY-FORAY (1-833-693-6729) to report the 
intention to return the product. The customer is 
responsible for shipping charges unless the product 
has been demonstrated to be defective or damaged 
prior to shipment.

Damage to SpringTM which has occurred during 
shipping should be reported first to Foray and then 
to the shipper. Keep all packaging.

Lifetime Limited Warranty

Your SpringTM walker frame is warranted to be free 
of defects in materials and workmanship for the 
lifetime of the original customer. In the event of a 
defect covered by this warranty, Foray Design will, 
at our option, repair or replace the device.

Non-durable components, such as plastic
accessories, wheels, the seat and brakes, are
warranted to be free of defects for one year from 
the date of purchase under conditions of ordinary 
use. This warranty does not cover device failure 
resulting from owner misuse, negligence or normal 
wear and tear.

Register your warranty at: 
www.foraydesign.com/warranty

Make sure that the front wheels (F) are 
parallel to the legs and that the wheel forks 
(G) are on the OUTSIDE of the wheel.

The zippered 
pocket under the 
seat will fit a wallet, 
phone, keys and 
glasses. Do not 
attach your own 
storage to SpringTM.
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Passive Brake

The passive brake causes SpringTM to slow when you
reduce the downward pressure on the handlebar
(A). SpringTM will stop when you remove your hands, 
reducing rollaway risk when leaving the device
unattended.

Adjusting the screw on the
rear wheels will disengage
the passive brake. Watch the
“Brake Adjust” video on our
Product page. We recommend
that any adjustment be done
by a healthcare professional.
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To clean, wipe down with a damp cloth using a mild 
detergent. SpringTM can be rinsed with a garden hose. 
Keep the wheels and fittings free of excessive dirt 
and grime.

All fasteners (screws, nuts and bolts) should be 
checked regularly to ensure they are securely 
tightened.

Care for Spring

SpringTM weighs 22.9 lbs/10.4 kg. 
Exercise caution or ask for help to lift it.

Maximum user weight: 300 lbs/136 kg.

Use only as a walking aid. Have this device
inspected by a licensed healthcare
professional once a year to ensure it is in
safe working condition. 

Do not use SpringTM if you have medical 
conditions or are using medications that 
would impair or interfere with safe use of 
this product.

There is no running brake on SpringTM.

You can line up the wheels correctly by 
backing up SpringTM for one or two steps 
and then moving forward. The device will 
not close and lock if the wheels are not 
aligned as described.

The fabric bag provided with SpringTM will protect 
the device against minor scratches, but it is not meant 
to protect SpringTM from damage when shipped or 
stowed (for instance, as airline luggage).

Hanging items from the continuous
handlebar may cause the passive brake
to disengage.

Keeping the wheels on the ground, gently 
lift SpringTM until the front and rear wheels 
come close to each other but do not 
touch. SpringTM stands on its own, as 
shown below.
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Lift SpringTM completely off the ground and 
tip the handlebar away from you until all 
four wheels line up. SpringTM is now fully 
closed for transport or storage, as shown 
on the right.
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Making sure the lower bar (H) fits inside 
both wheel forks (G), lower the handlebar 
(A) until you hear a click. The lower bar 
(H) should be in front of the wheels (F), 
as shown in the picture to the left.
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Fabric Bag

G
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Zippered Pocket

To remove SpringTM safely, set the box on 
its side and slide SpringTM out.
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